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A N O T E ON T O P O L O G Y C O M P A T I B L E 
W I T H T H E O R D E R I N G 
Jifi Rosieky, Brno 
Received July 15, 1968 
This paper is dealing with two problems formulated in [1]. The 
definitions and concepts are the same as in [1], For completeness we 
shall state some of them. If (P, u) is a topological space than by 0(u) 
we shall denote the system of all open sets in (P, u). If (P, u), (P, v) are 
two topological spaces we say that the topology u is finer than v, if 
0(u) 2 0(v). We note u ^ v. 
We say that an ordered set P is finitely separable if there exists 
points xi, . . . , xn e P such that P c (x{\ U ... U (#»] U [%i) U ... U 
U [xn). 
The principal concepts in [1] are the concepts of topology compatible 
and strongly compatible with the ordering. 
Definition 1: Let P be an ordered set and u a topology on P . 
We say that u is compatible with the ordering if u is a .TVtopology and 
if for every pair a, b eP, a < b, there exist a neighbourhood Ox of the 
point a and a neighbourhood 02 of the point b so that 
x e 0i => x < b or x 11 b 
ye02=> y > aory\\a 
hold. 
Definition 2: Let P be an ordered set, u a topology on P . We say 
that u is strongly compatible with the ordering, if u is a .TVtopology and 
if for every pair a, b e P, a < b, there exist a neighbourhood Oi of the 
point a and a neighbourhood 02 of the point b such that 
x e 0\, y e 02 => x < y or x \ \ y. 
Some types of topologies compatible with the ordering, for example 
an interval topology, has the character that if is TVtopology it is strongly 
compatible with the ordering. Problem 4.21 in [1] asks whether this 
character has also the ideal topology, i.e. the topology which has as 
subbasis of open sets totally irreducible ideals and totally irreducible 
dual ideals (see [2]). Its solution gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: Let P be an ordered set. If the ideal topology on P is T24opo-
logy it is strongly compatible with the ordering. 
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Proof: Let us denote the ideal topology on P by i. Let a, beP, 
a < b and t be a IVtopology. Then there exist open sets 0%, 02e O(i), 
so that aeOi,be02,Ox f) 02= 0 holds. Furthermore Ox = (J f] Oifk, 
i * = 1 
m r 
O2 = (J r\Or,8, where Oifk, Or,s are totally irreducible ideals or totally 
r * = i 
nt0 
irreducible dual ideals resp. There exists i0, r0 so that ae f) Oiotkf 
* = i 
Wf0 m0 
be f)Or0,s and evidently f\ °iotk = f) Oiofk r, f) °k*k
 a n d 
w»r0 
0 Of0f8 = 0 Ort.t n PI Or0,s, where O*0,* for 1 S h S <0 , 
Or0,$for 1 g 5 <£ m^ are totally irreducible ideals and Oi0fkiorn'io < h ^ 
si %o» ^ 0 . * ^or mr0 <
 s ^ mr„ a r e totally irreducible dual ideals. 
Let us denote A = f| Oiofk,B= f| 0< t >*, .4'= (1 ^r0,«, 
l ^ fc^w ' io w'io<C^^wto l ^ ^ ^ m ' r o 
JJ' = pj OfotfS. Due to the fact that each ideal is a semiideal*) and 
each dual ideal a dual semiideal, A, A' are semiideals and B, B' dual 
semiideals. Because a < b,aeB, it holds b e B. Further b e A as on the 
contrary case we get a contradiction with the assumption Oi n 02 = 0 . 
Analogously we prove that aeA',aeB' holds. 
Put Oa = A n -4', Ob = B n £ ' . I t is Oa, O&e0(0, aeOa, beOb, 
Oa n O& == 0 • Let us assume that there exist x, y e P so that xeOa, 
yeOt> and # ^ y. Oa being the semiideal, yeOa holds and we get 
a contradiction. 
We have constructed to the elements a, beP, a < b, the neigh-
bourhoods Oa, O& with the demanded properties. 
The second problem in [1], problem 5.7., is a question when there 
exists the greatest element in £f(P), where £f(P) is the system of all 
topologies on P which are compatible with the ordering. We give a partial 
solution of this problem;**) a necessary condition for the existence of 
the greatest element. 
First of all we give one needful construction. 
Definition 3:: Let P be an ordered set, a,b,ceP,a<b^c. 
*) A semiideal is a subset A of an ordered set P with the property: x£A, 
y g x implies y £ A. 
**) The autor has solved this problem completely. The solution will appear in 
a forthcoming paper. 
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Put a«i = {(*] | x < c} 
m2={P-[x)\ce[x)} 
9l\={[x)\x>b} 
yi2={P — (x]\be(x]} 
93 = {P — {x}\b <x^c} 
B = P—{a,b} 
Let u(a, b, c) be the topology on P, which has as subbasis of open ses 
the system S(u) = 501, U % U 9ti U 9l2 U 93 U {B}. 
Lemma 1: It holds (i)XeWi2{) 5ft2 U 93 => b e X 
(ii) Xeyi\=>Xo (P — [&)) = 0 
(Hi) X e m2 U 9l2 => (b, c] s X 
Proof is evident. 
Lemma 2: Let P be an ordered set, a,b,ce P,a <b 5* c. TAeft u(a,b,c) 
e ST(P). 
Proof: Let us denote u = u(a, b, c). We shall prove that u is a jfi-to-
pology. Let x,y eP,x ^ y. 
(1) x < y 
If be (x] then 0 = P — (x] e 9t2 c 0(w), xeO,yeO. 
Iihe(x]mb ^ x < y i.e. for O = [*/) it is O e 9li £ O(w), xeO,yeO. 
(2) z > y 
Let c g [«). Then for O = P — [x) there holds O G 2R2 c O(w), a? g O, 
ygO . 
If c e [#) then c ^ x > y and for O = (y] there holds O G 9Jti £ O(w), 
a: e O, i/ G O. 
(3) x\\y 
If x =b then it is sufficient to put O = B. Let x ^fcb. Ifbe(x] then 
f o r O = P — (z]itisOG9i2 c 0(ie), a: g O, # GO. If ce [x) then for O=P — 
— [a;) is O G 9Dt2 £ O(w), xeO, yeO.lt remains the case b e (x]9 c e [x)9 
i.e. b < x <£ c as simultaneously we assume x ^z b. Then for O = P — 
— {*} it is O G 93 c 0(te), xeO, yeO. 
We have proved that ^ is a Ti-topology. Let x,y eP,x < y. According 
to (1) there exists a dual semiideal O2 e 0(u) such that x~^02, yeO^. 
According to (2) there exists a semiideal Oi e 0(u) such that x e 0\, y i Oi. 
Let us assume that there exists zeO\ so that z *> y. Due to the fact 
that Oi is a semiideal it is y e 0\ what si a contradiction. Analogously 
for O2. We have proved that u e S?(P). 
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Now we can prove a theorem partially solving problem 5.7. in [1]. 
Theorem: 2 Let P be an ordered set which contains an infinite bounded 
interval [xt y], where if x is a minimal and y a maximal element in P , 
either x is the least or y the greatest element in P. If ^(P) has the greatest 
element then the set P is finitely separable. 
Proof: If x is a minimal and y a maximal element in P than according 
to the assumption the set P contains either the least or the greatest 
element, i.e. it is finitely separable. 
Do not let a; be a minimal element in P . We put x ==6, y == c. There 
exists a e P such that a < b. Let us study the topology u == u(a, b, c). 
Let O be an open set of the topology u such one that a e 0 £ p — [&). 
«i tit 
I t holds O = (J n 0i , ; where Oij e S(u). Let us denote Of = f\ 0\j. 
i i = i i = i 
We can suppose that 0% -7-= 0 for each i holds. Because a e 0, b eO 
there are these possibilities for chosen i = i0. 
(oc) a e O<0, b e 0to 
Then there exists j 0 such t h a t a e O<0, ;0, b e Oioi j0. Because O$0, j0 e 8(u) 
then according to the assertion of (t) lemma 1 i t is t \ , j0 e SRi U 9li U {B}. 
But a e B so t h a t O*0/0 7-= B. From (ii) lemma 1 it follows t h a t O*0, j0 e 9 t i . 
Then O<0, u e Wli i.e. O*0 c Ou% u £ (c]. 
{(D a,b£Oio. 
From (ii) lemma 1 it follows that O*0, j e 9ti for each j . Let N = 
-= {1, 2 , . . . , nt} be the set of indices j , Nt={jeN\ 0ioj .5-= B}, N2 = 
= { J e # | 0 W G © } . 
Let us assume that there does not exist j e N such that Oi0je 9Jti. 
Because 6 i O*0, j 0 6 N exists such that b e 0<0, j0. From (i) lemma 1 and 
from the previous result one gets that Oi0j0 = B i.e. N —Ni =£ 0 . 
It holdsP-[&) 2 0<0 = n 0UJ= J5n n O,0,^(6,c]nnO^0,;.Be. 
jeJV i e-^i ieNx 
cause (6, c] n (P — [6)) = 0 so (b, c]n n O*0,/ = 0 . From the 
previous result and from (iii) lemma 1 follows that (b, c]n n 0*0,; = 0 . 
J«-N8 
But here is the contradiction with the fact that the set (6, c] is infinite and 
the set N2 finite. 
Therefore it exists j e N such that O%0j e 9Hi i.e. O<0 c Ot0j 5= (c]. 
(*)We have proved that if O e 0(u), aeO _c P — [fc) so it holds 0 c (c]. 
Let v be the greatest element of £?(P) and e the interval topology on P . 
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It is 0(v) £ 0(u) n 0(i). Because a < b there exists 0 e 0(v), a e 0 £ 
c P _ [6). According to (*) there is 0 c (c] and 0 e O(*). ft holds 0 = 
n« n< 
= U fl °«>J where 0<,/ = P — (a:)] or P — [xj) resp.Then fi ^ , ; c 
i j=i f i=i 
c (c] i.e. ft (P-N)) n fi' (P — (*}]) c (c] so that P-([J[x})u 
i=i i=n'«+i i=i 
n« 
u U (x%j\) S. (cl ft means that P = [x\) U ... U [«*'.) U (4'i+i] U 
U ... U (xnt] U (c] i.e. the set P is finitely separable. 
If # is a minimal element in P and y is not maximal we shall make the 
proof dually. 
The theorem can not be reversed. We shall show that there exists an 
ordered set P fulfilling the assumption of the previous theorem, which 
is finitely separable and £f(P) has not the greatest element. 
Example 1: Let P be an ordered set constructed according to the 
diagram where the interval (b, c] is a chain of the type w* and {blf ..., 
..., bn, ...} is an antichain. 
Fig. 1. 
A set P is finitely separable because P = [a). Let 0 e 0(u), 
ae0<=__P — [b) where u == u(a, b, c). According to the assertion (*) 
mentioned in the proof of previous theorem it is 0 £ (c] so that 0 = {a}. 




Let us assume {a} e 0(i) i.e. {a} = f] (J Oij, where Otj = P — (xfi 
i 3 = 1 
ni0 nu 
o r P — [#presp. There exists i0 such that {a} = f\ Oi0j = f\(P — [xj
0)). 
3=1 i = i 
But this is impossible as the set {b\, b2, ..., bn, ...} is infinite. 
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